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Abstract. Recent laboratory measurements on rocks under
varying pressure lead to results which strengthen a model
suggested by the author for the explanation of the power law
relation that interconnects the lead time of Seismic Electric
Signals and earthquake stress drop. In addition, recent applications of a thermodynamic model that interrelates the defect
parameters in materials of geophysical interest and their bulk
properties open a new window to further advance the aforementioned explanation.

1

Introduction

During the last years, fracture in the Earth’s heterogeneous
crust and consequently preparation of earthquakes are predicted by the concept of criticality (Bak, 1996; Tucotte,
1997; Sornette, 2000; Rundle et al., 2000; Kossobokov et
al., 2002). Nonlinear procedures that obey power laws and
exhibit fractal geometry (Telesca et al., 2005; Teotia and Kumar, 2007, 2011) prevail in the pre-focal area, which seismicity upon increasing tectonic stress, evolves from microfracture to mega-fault (Telesca et al., 2003a, b). Since criticality governs the development of large earthquakes, one can
expect that its associated precursors may signal the critical
approach of the impending earthquake.
Three decades of experimental data showed that when the
increasing tectonic stress in the pre-seismic region reaches a
critical value Pcr , a seismic electric signal, known as SES, is
emitted from the candidate area and is recognized as a low
frequency (1 Hz) transient change of the Earth’s telluric field
which is monitored by a telemetric network over continental
Greece (Varotsos and Alexopoulos, 1984a, b; Varotsos and
Lazaridou, 1991; Varotsos et al., 1986, 1993a, b). Further
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increase of pressure finally leads to the rock failure and the
occurrence of the earthquake. Thus, the emission of the SES
preceding the rupture signals that the pre-seismic region enters the critical stage where dynamic nonlinear processes prevail.
Power law relations between earthquake parameters and
associated precursory SES, with exponents falling in the
range of critical values, have been found. These have
been explained on the basis of a model proposed by
Dologlou (2008, 2009, 2010). It is the objective of this paper
to draw attention to the point that new laboratory experimental data (Papathanasiou et al., 2010) considerably support and
further strengthen this model.
2

Compatibility of the proposed model with new
experimental results

Possible interconnection between SES lead time, which is the
time difference 1t, between the SES detection and the earthquake occurrence (Varotsos and Alexopoulos, 1984a, b) and
earthquake stress drop 1σ (difference between two states of
stress at a point on a fault before and after rupture) has been
examined in various papers. Power law relations given by the
formula
1σB = k1t −α

(1)

with k constant and exponent α = 0.32 lying in the range
of critical exponents for fracture, (Sornette et al.,1989; Sornette and Sornette, 1990) has been obtained (Dologlou, 2008,
2009, 2010).
The values of lead time have been recently established
in view of the possibility that when employing natural time
(Varotsos et al., 2002, 2005), the occurrence time of an
impending earthquake can be determined (Varotsos et al.,
2006a, b).
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Although, a tentative model to explain the physical meaning of the observed correlations was suggested, two points
which will be discussed below, remained open for further
clarification. One is related to the basic assumption for the
emission of a SES such as the existence of rocks in the earth’s
crust with negative migration volume and the other concerns
the hypothesis that the difference, between the rock fracture
stress required for the earthquake occurrence, Pfr , and the
critical stress for the SES emission Pcr in the area of the
impending earthquake can approximately express the stress
drop.
Let us first present the mechanism for the SES emission.
The predominant process of the SES generation is based on
pressure stimulated currents (PSC) and is briefly described
below:
Rocks in the Earth’s crust contain various solids with intrinsic (Varotsos and Alexopoulos, 1978, 1979, 1984c) and
extrinsic lattice defects. Particularly, in ionic solids doped
with aliovalent impurities, vacancies appear for reasons of
charge compensation (Kostopoulos et al., 1975; Varotsos et
al., 1978) and electric dipoles are formed between these defects and nearby impurities. Upon increasing pressure the
dipoles change orientation with a relaxation time τ according to the relation:

where ν is the attempt frequency for a jump to a number of λ
accessible paths in the vacancy vicinity, T is the temperature
and g act the Gibbs activation energy.
Before an earthquake, the increase of the tectonic stress in
the future focal area affects not only some bulk properties of
rocks, but also the thermodynamic parameters for activation
of the defects in the included solids. Thus, if the activation
volume v act , expressed by the formula

dependence of the electrical conductivity (in NAFION hydrogels (Fontanella et al., 1996) or the pressure dependence
of the dielectric relaxation (in β-PbF2 doped with lanthanum
(Fontanella et al., 1982), and semi-conducting polypyrrole
(Papathanassiou et al., 2006, 2007). The assumption that
probably such negative activation volumes also exist in rocks
which could justify the SES generation was lacking experimental laboratory confirmation up to now. Very recently, laboratory measurements showed that negative v act values for
“dipole” relaxation are obtained in hydrated alkaline earth
carbonate rocks, such us high purity leukolite (MgCO3 ) from
Euboea, Greece and kataclastic limestone (polycrystalline
CaCO3 ) from Greece that are commonly found in faults
where earthquakes are most likely to occur. The leukolite
and limestone samples were hydrated in the laboratory by
sinking them in distilled water at 70 ◦ C for 4 days in order to
achieve water saturation (Papathanassiou et al., 2010).
Hydration conditions of rock samples in the laboratory and
rocks in situ, may be comparable according to the following
argument.
When the heterogeneous rocks in the pre-seismic volume
are subjected to increasing stress, cracking occurs locally and
micro-fractures are progressively created inducing dilatancy.
Differential stress exerts both static and dynamic effects on
rock-mass permeability, modulating fluid flow in the region
and water for the pressurized surrounding rock masses rushes
to fill the fresh cracks that appear during the critical preearthquake stage (Surkov, 2002).
Thus, the existence of rocks with v act < 0 in the pre-focal
area is realistic and, therefore, the basic condition for the SES
emission seems to be satisfactorily fulfilled.
Concerning now the second topic which deals with the
physics behind the interconnection of stress drop and lead
time still remain unclear. In short, the lead time 1t between
the emission of the SES and the earthquake given by

v act = (dg act /dP )T

1t = (Pfr − Pcr )/b

τ = (λν)−1 exp(g act /kT )

(2)

(3)

is negative v act < 0 (Varotsos and Alexopoulos, 1980), an increase of pressure results in a decrease of the relaxation time
τ . When the stress in the candidate seismic area reaches a
critical value Pcr , a cooperative re-orientation of dipoles is
achieved which causes the emission of a transient PSC current, known as SES signal (Varotsos and Alexopoulos, 1986)
and then the following relation holds:
bv act
1
=−
kT
τ (Pcr )

(4)

where b (=dP/dt) is the rate of the gradual pressure increase.
A further increase of stress up to the fracture stress, Pfr will
cause the failure of the rock and eventually the earthquake.
The basic condition of v act < 0 which is required for the
emission of the SES was the crucial point of the suggested
model since negative activation volumes were experimentally found in a few materials either by studying the pressure
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(5)

(where b is the stress accumulation rate) decreases for rapid
stress increase (larger b) during the last preparatory earthquake stage (Varotsos et al., 1993a; Dologlou, 2010). A
possible interrelation between the quantity (Pfr –Pcr ) and the
stress drop of the earthquake is still difficult to prove although the obtained experimental data power law relation
1σB ∝ 1t −α , with critical exponent α = 0.32, (Dologlou,
2010) should be expected since it refers to dynamic critical processes. However, the following possibility seems to
emerge in view of the recent advances: It is well known
that point, as well as linear defects, govern the fracture of
the materials and, thus, the value of Pfr . (Recall that Pcr
is interrelated with migration process only). The defect formation and migration energies are interconnected with bulk
properties through a thermodynamical model termed cB
model (Varotsos, 1976, 1977, 2007; Varotsos and Alexopoulos, 1984c). This states that the Gibbs formation (f ) energy
g f and the Gibbs migration (m) energy g m are proportional
www.nat-hazards-earth-syst-sci.net/11/3093/2011/
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to the isothermal bulk modulus and to the mean volume per
atom. In particular, g f = cf B and g m = cm B where cf
and cm approximately constants. Furthermore, this model
predicts that the ratio v i /g i , where i refers to the formation (i = f ) and migration (i = m) processes scales with
(dB/dP − 1)/B where dB/dP denotes the pressure derivative of the bulk modulus. The validity of this model has been
already checked for the electric signals upon gradually increasing the stress in ionic crystals (Varotsos, 1977; Varotsos
et al., 1999), but only very recently has it been applied with
reasonable results in materials that govern geophysical processes (Zhang et al., 2011). In view of the latter result, future
research should refer to electric signals emitted from materials of geophysical interest.

3

Conclusions

In this work, we attempt to enlighten two important points
that remained unjustified in the proposed model by the author for the explanation of the underlying physics in power
law relations found between the lead time of precursory Seismic Electric Signals and earthquake stress drop. The first
point, is related to the crucial assumption for the emission
of a SES, which requires the existence of rocks with negative activation volume in the pre-focal region. This topic was
successfully clarified by recent laboratory results confirming
that rock samples that are abundant in the earth’s crust, under
varying pressure and with hydration conditions comparable
to those prevailing in the candidate focal area, do have negative activation volume.
The second point, which deals with the possibility that
the difference between fracture and critical stress, (Pfr –Pcr ),
may be related to the stress drop, still remains unclear.
However, recent applications of a thermodynamic model
that interconnects the defect parameters in materials of
geophysical interest and their bulk properties open a new
prospective for further research in this field.
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